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Background
Salong Crag displays similar climbing to that of the well-known Beacon Hill Crag. It is located in
Tai Lam Country Park in the Western New Territories thereby providing a climbing option for people
who live in the New Territories. The area consists of two large granite outcrops which are named
“Sa” and “Long” boulder, hence the name “Salong” (also it is the names of developer’s son and
daughter).
There is a mountain stream (bedrock channel), named Kam Sha Stream (金沙坑), which flows from
north to south through Kau Keng Shan, entering a catchwater of Tai Lam Chung Reservoir. Most of
the rocks here are granites which is solidified from magmas that were intruded near a plate boundary.
In summer time, just being there would be very hot because the crag faces south and there is not
much shade when you climb. Fortunately, climbers can have a cool refreshment and probably swim
in swallow pool in Kam Sha Stream (20 meters up the crag)
Most of the routes in Salong Crag were originally climbed using traditional protection by the
developers and friends. However, now, routes have been equipped with expansion-type bolts and
anchors. Top-ropes can be easily arranged by scrambling up from a path to the anchor for Sa Rock,
except for Long Rock. Sport routes range from French grade 5 to 8a/b (?) and recommended routes
are indicated by a face symbol ☺ to represent better climbing and rock quality (inspired by Francis
Haden).
All routes in Salong are relatively short, a 40m dynamic rope will serve you well enough here. For
climbers who want to setup a top-rope, you should use your own quick draw at the anchor instead of
using the ring of the anchor. Also note that you may have to use short sling (0.5m) at the anchor to
avoid rope abrasion near the edge.
Climbers should also note that insect such as hornet (Vespa mandarinia) are commonly found along
the stream channel, extra caution should be taken when you approach the crag. Besides that,
wearing a helmet is also highly suggested in this climbing area.

Trash and Toilets
Although peeing or shitting in the stream is not an offence, fresh water will eventually enter the Tai
Lam Chung Reservoir for drinking purpose so please do whatever you have to do on the soil, collect
and/or burn your paper after. Bring your own trash bag and take it back to the city, do not leave your
trash along the country park trail, it takes ages for cleaner to collect!

Disclaimer
The author assumes no liability or responsibility for the actions of persons choosing to use the
information within this guide. Rock climbing is a high-risk activity requiring specialized equipment,
training and self-awareness. In particular, many routes have hard moves near the ground requiring
attentive belaying to ensure that a leader does not hit the ground in the event of a fall. Be careful out
there.

Directions
The closest point to start with is Gold Coast shopping center, find your own way and start from there.
If you walk from Gold Coast, it takes about 1-1.5 hours, going uphill, depends on how fast you walk.
Getting there requires some map reading skills, if you are not sure, go with a friend who went there
before or bring your own map.
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Public Transport:
Taxi:
Ask the driver to drop you at Lou Tsing Shan Tusen (village), then follow the blue dash line. Then
follow the green dash line when you entered Maclehose Trail.
Bus/mini bus:
From Tuen Mun: Take Minibus 43/43S, direction So Kwun Wat. Get off at Lou Tsing Shan (ask the
driver). If you come from Kowloon side, get off at gold coast (find you own buses on google).
Follow the blue dash line on a Fig 1.1, you will enter the Lou Tsing Shan village, a hiking path
behind will lead you to Maclehose Trail (be carefully of dogs!) Walk towards the green dash line
indicated on Fig 1.1. Hike towards M190 point until you pass it, continue for another 5 minutes, the
entrance is right at the stream channel (Fig 1.2). Enter the stream through a concrete bridge (Fig 1.3)
and get warm up by hopping on big boulders, the Salong Crag is about 10 minutes hopping at your
right hand side.
Drive:
You can save a lot of time by driving! Simply follow the orange dash line on Fig 1.1. Parking is
available just before the S-shape turn to Maclehose Trail. Parking place could be full on weekend
though, you may have to park somewhere else.
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Sa Rock and Long Rock are separated by a big boulder obstacle. People will usually start their first
climb here for warm up. Then they will be surprised how hard these F5 or F6 routes are, which they
are mainly slab climbing and require precise foot work. Upper wall can be access by a dirt path, at
the left hand side of the wall.
Sa Rock
Most of the routes of this crags are concentrated here, short and hard!
1. Slightly diverted ☺☺☺
F6b, 8m, 4 bolts
FA: Tsang Shun Man (200?)
Start on a big platform, you may find difficult to work your feet up. Then climb through easy slab
and move to the left. A good sloping hand hold on the right side.

2. Fast train to heaven 一步登天 ☺☺
F6b+, 8m, 5 bolts
FA: Tsang Shun Man (200?)
Follow the obvious crack line on the slab and power your way up to the second bolt. Foot holds are
tiny and practice your foot work if you want to on-sight it.
3. Project ☺?
F8a? 8m, 6 bolts
Under project, by Sam Yu and Wong Ming-O.
4. All roads lead to the top 左右逢緣 ☺☺☺
F6b+, 9m, 6 bolts
TFA: Tsang Shun Man (200?)
A classic trad-route, and retro-bolted which can give sport climber to experience it with painful handjam and hand-lock. Still can climb by trad-gear now, very exciting!

5. Break through 石破天驚 ☺☺☺
F7a, 9m, 6 bolts
TFA: Tsang Shun Man (200?)
Start with a big hand hold, then follow the obvious crack (joint), make a traverse at the middle, a bit
tricky to work around the roof. Easy slab climbing after.
6. Mantle ☺
F7a, 6m, 6 bolts
TOP ROPE FA: Sam Yu (200?)
Start on a small boulder, and share the same anchor of Open up your shoulder.

7. Open up your shoulder ☺☺
F7b/7b+?, 6m, 6 bolts
FA: 曹磊峰 (2012)

Start on a small boulder, try to avoid using the slab on the right and climb mainly on the slab to your
left.
8. Try your breast 胸襟廣闊 ☺☺
F6b, 6m, 4 bolts
FA: Ray Lee (2012)
Climb to the big sloppy open hand hold and place your feet precisely on tiny crystal hold, few crimps
and cut at the mid-way.
9. Direct access ☺
F6a, 6m, 4 bolts
FA: Tsang Shun Man (200?)
Start with some bad hand holds and work your way through, until you reach a big sloper hold.
10. Crystal ball the dog ☺☺
F6b, 6m, 4 bolts
FA: Tsang Shun Man (200?)
Climb the obvious ceiling and powerful crux at the top.

Long Rock
Higher grading climbing wall, consists of three sport climbing routes and one project (?)

1. Unseparated 難分難解 ☺☺☺
F7a, 8m, 5 bolts
FA: Tsang Shun Man (200?)
Best route of the crag. Climbing directly at the corner at the base, after reaching a small platform,
battle through small crimps and long reaching holds (using the right hand side column will
significantly downgrade the route to 6a). Commit yourself to the last finishing open hand sloper and
finish.
2. Project
F7b+?

3. Fly or die 一鳴驚人 ☺☺
F8a/b? 10m, 5 bolts
FA: Inform me if you send it
Use a beta stick or whatsoever to clip in the first two bolts is highly recommended. Carefully belay is
also needed to avoid climber getting a ground fall. This route offers some of the smallest crimp holds
of the crag! Still waiting for some strong dude to send it. The name of the route is in memory of
Dean Potter, who died on Saturday evening, 16th May, 2015. After attempting a wingsuit flight from
Taft Point, a 7,500-foot promontory that overlooks Yosemite Valley and El Capitan.
4. Brainstorm ☺☺☺
F6b, 10m, 5 bolts
FA: Tsang Shun Man (200?)
Get start by scramble up the low angle slab, climb the rather powerful over-hanging wall. Finish it by
using the tiny, side-pull holds after the 5th bolt, which is requested by the route setter.

